The inescapable presence of violence throughout George Elliott Clarke's oeuvre proposes that the silence imposed on the black community is only overcome through violence. The inevitability of violence is particularly evident in his collection Execution Poems. This collection recounts the "Tragedy of George and Rue," cousins of his mother who killed and robbed a white taxi driver and were then the last people hanged as state punishment in New Brunswick. Through protagonists' rationalizations for the crime and with their familial connection to him, Clarke collapses time and justice to place the black man outside of history and within violence. Silence then becomes a visceral experience for black males. Clarke suggests that Western society enacts its silencing of the black male through violence, thus combating this enforced voicelessness becomes a matter of violent vengeance: the only expression impossible to ignore. In a reflection of a peculiar position of blackness in Canada, the inescapability of violence for the black man who wishes to express his subjective being is grounded in a Western history of violence as retribution, which culminates in the diasporic struggle for black equality as enacted by black Americans. Clarke uses intertextual references to Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus and the iconic slave rebellion leader Nat Turner to locate his characters in a greater mythology of the battle for self-actualization, for a voice. Clarke himself is implicated in this violence, despite his recuperative ability to write poetry. The violence which drives the aptly titled Execution Poems reflects his belief that black literature still functions as a transgression for the wider community. Clarke posits the escape from this silence as an inherent act of violence.
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Execution Poems is based on a historical incident: a notorious event from the post-war East Coast. In an interview aired on the Australian Broadcasting Corporation's Radio National, George Elliott Clarke recalls:
I got letters from people, people sending me their poems and songs and stuff like that about this case because, of course, it had a great deal of resonance in Fredericton and, to a certain extent, in St [sic] John. People still remember this crime now, 56 years later. It was the last double hanging in New Brunswick, certainly, and anyone who was around then and is still around now, they know this story. (Koval 23) Clarke has a personal link to the hanging. The hanged men were his mother's cousins, George and Rufus Hamilton, who killed, and robbed, a white taxi driver in Fredericton in 1949. Clarke never met these relatives, "dead a decade before [he] was born" (Execution 12), but the event certainly resonates with him; he has published two works on the subject. The first, published in 2000, is the collection Execution Poems. These poems were originally meant to be included in the subsequent novel George and Rue, which, unsuccessful in its first few drafts, was not published until 2005 (Koval 13). Clarke's attention to the topic is significant given that he is tackling a taboo family tale. In another interview, he notes that, until his mother told him the tale in 1994, his family had not spoken about the brothers or their criminal act for decades (Kyser 868) . Their silent shame leaves "I's Natural Homicidal" Pivot 3.1 82 what Clarke calls "a gaping wound in the family genealogy" (Kyser 867) , one which perpetuates the violence that led the brothers to their crime. Clarke meets this violence head-on in Execution Poems.
In an "author's disclaimer," he names abettors in "the crime of this poetry," but adds, " [o] nly the author deserves hanging" (Execution 46). He makes himself complicit in their crime, but his textual performance of violence-the translation of the incident from history to poetry-changes the context and ends the cycle of inevitable violence in which the brothers were trapped. Linking physical violence and textual violence, Jordana Greenblatt has identified how Clarke's poetry represents and performs violence through its subject and its destabilization of expectations respectively. This analysis recalls Judith Butler's theorization of the power of words to injure. Butler ascribes this power to the connection between language and the body. Without the body, there is no speech act, and the body is both sustained and threatened through speech acts (Butler 5) . Linguistic violence, however, is not the same as physical violence. Butler suggests that words have a flexibility beyond the body. They can be restaged to heal traumas that they have inflicted (Butler 13) . The split between the poet and the persona is key here (and I emphasize it in my argument by attributing the language to the persona rather than to Clarke, as opposed to Greenblatt's construction); while Clarke can restage physical violence as textual, his cousins' act is restricted to the body and can only open wounds. In restaging his cousins' physical act as written works, Clarke fulfills his mother's desire that, as the "I's Natural Homicidal" Pivot 3.1 83 writer in the family, he bind the family wound (Kyser 872 ), but he also addresses a historical wound: the silencing of the black voice.
Using textual violence to restage physical violence is a strategy familiar to Black Arts, the cultural arm of Black Nationalism. In the Movement's eponymous 1968 poem, Amiri Baraka writes: "…We want 'poems that kill.' / Assassin poems, Poems that shoot / guns" (19-21).
There is certainly a sense of justified revenge, but we should take these desires literarily, not literally. Baraka's contemporary Stephen
Henderson writes: "The question of violence is no longer if but how" (67). The how is through language. According to linguist Geneva Smitherman, the Black Nationalists took on the word "black" precisely because of its negative associations in Western culture. More than reclaiming the insult, appropriating the word speaks a silence. As
Butler suggests, healing an injury requires repetition (141). Investing themselves with the power of violent language restages the institutional violence done to them, forcibly inscribing the injustice. This violence scars language: a scar that heals wounds, but remains a sign of history.
Avenging History
Execution Poems suggests that violence is an expression of self for the oppressed black male-a rejection of societal silencing.
Communicating both existence and the pain of that existence, vengeful violence impresses the persecuted on the persecutors. It is a "I's Natural Homicidal" Pivot 3.1 84 form of justice. In the Koval interview, Clarke explains, "Everything that happens to these guys is a reflection of their need to commit this crime" (34) . If the crime is needful, surely capital punishment is an unjust response. A sense of institutional injustice is further underscored by the two photographs that appear at the end of the collection with the caption "The double hanging was executed This style of violence, however, traps him as a bogeyman. I focus on Rufus as the brother most desperate to verbally communicate (he wishes to be a poet). He is the one most concerned with society's historical silencing, and he must be the brother who swings the hammer. In manifesting himself, something is finally composed; after the blow, "A rhyme-less poetry scrawled his obituary" (Execution 34).
Rufus's violent action becomes a public work, but it is also his death 
Silence and Violence
Always-already silenced, Rufus's body, in its incontestable presence, becomes the only sign of his existence. Murder, another act in a system of violent acts, exposes the lack of viable alternatives for expression. In "Identity I," Rufus says, "My words collide with walls of fists / Collapse, my teeth clacking like typewriters" (Execution 19).
His words are blocked and demolished by violence, his attempts at verbal communication denied. Trying to achieve recognition through language, he is immediately muted-a repression as visceral as a punch to the face. In silence, the body loses the flexibility of the Butlerian word. Physical violence is a rigid, restricted channel of "I's Natural Homicidal" Pall") . This is a tantalizing definition that suggests the black lines might conceal the whiteness of the page; however, the word "lines" lacks an apostrophe to indicate possessiveness. "Pall" must be functioning here as a verb, "to grow weak or faint" or "to enfeeble or weaken" ("Pall"). In opposition to the noun form, the pages are foremost in the verb form. In the New Cambridge edition, the editor describes it as a "bizarre and sensational type of violence" (4), referring later to its "notorious horrors" (33), and the "gratuitousness" of the violence (34). poor-quality poet crafting hoodlum testimony" (17). As he goes on to explain, Rufus's "watery storytelling's cut with the dark rum of curses" (17). The first line simply degrades his poetry as "poor-quality," but the second elaborates on this pejorative description. " [W] atery" could allude to maritime storytelling and, more particularly, the storytelling of trans-Atlantic slavery, but it also has the implication of dilution.
Moreover, there is a double dilution due to the reversal of the metaphor in this line. Rather than rum cut with water, it is water cut with rum. Reflecting the previous description of the "secret" black "I's Natural Homicidal" Pivot 3.1 92 authors, their whiteness cut with darker blood, for Rue, his obvious racial identity is a key factor in the "poor quality" of his writing.
Significantly, though "cut" is obviously the conventional figurative for liquid mixing, the reversal of the metaphor also continues the theme of violence in black and white interaction in a neat use of idiom.
Making it explicit, the poem concludes: "Instead I witnessed all this,"
and then catalogues several horrific scenes of violence, again simultaneously legal and illegal, ending with "Everywhere I saw a Crimea of crime" (17). Rufus can only enter public discourse with his hoodlum testimony, discourse confined by the law that perpetuates his oppression. He says: "My destiny was always murder and to be murdered" (21). Without a successful linguistic outlet, he is condemned to fatal physical violence like Turner and Aaron.
Violence and Silence
The problem is introduced in the first poem of the collection, Place of Poetry," "The place we occupy as poets is one that is unique-one that forces us to operate in a language that was used to brutalize Africans so that they would come to believe in their own lack of humanity" (63). In his position of violent revenge, Rufus says in "Malignant English": "But your alabaster, marble English isn't mine: I hurl / insolent daggers at it like an assassin assaulting a statue" 
